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Executive Summary
In the air quality context, interventions cover a wide range of actions from ‘deliberate’
measures to reduce air pollution to those primarily aimed at other outcomes, but which can
indirectly affect air pollution. Air quality interventions span a wide range of situations,
spatial scales from (e.g. a single road through to continental scales) and temporal scales
from the short-term closure of a road to decadal (or longer) changes. The principal focus of
this report is on local scale interventions, such as those that might reasonably be
considered by local authorities.
Understanding the impact interventions have on air quality is highly desirable because of
the need to quantify the outcome on air quality and health i.e. relate a policy aimed at
improving air quality to a robust understanding of the outcome.
The assessment of interventions can be challenging for several reasons. These
challenges include the common situation where interventions rarely occur in isolation from
other changes that affect air quality, and the difficulty in detecting and quantifying changes
if the interventions are small. Indeed, not every intervention is detectable in terms of
quantifying changes in pollutant concentrations or health outcomes, even using
sophisticated analysis techniques.
The work in the report suggests the ‘accountability chain’ model provides a useful way to
assess the impact of an intervention from a change in activity through to potential
beneficial health effects i.e. activity  emissions  concentrations  health outcomes.
From an analysis of a wide range of case studies the following needs have been identified:
1. The availability of appropriate activity data that would be expected to change
because of an intervention.
2. The availability of well-sited ambient air quality measurement data increases the
potential for data analysis and the application of statistical methods to quantify
changes to the concentrations of pollutants.
3. Air quality models can have an important role to play. Although most intervention
analyses considered in this report do not use air quality models, they provide the
means of assessing the likely impact that interventions have on air quality and allow
scenarios to be considered.
4. When interventions are assessed based on changes in concentrations of pollutants,
it is important to take account of meteorological variation. Meteorological variation
can easily mask or emphasise changes in concentrations resulting from changes in
emissions. Methods exist to account for or ‘remove’ the influence of meteorology.
The report suggests the following flow methodology to conduct an analysis of an
intervention:
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The report gives clear recommendations that detail the need for pragmatic advice for
practitioners, the assessment of causality against confounding factors and the counterfactual, enhanced statistical approaches and future siting criteria for air quality monitoring.
The following recommendations have been identified.









The design of the assessment of an intervention should be considered at the
planning stage, with the practitioners receiving pragmatic advice on the process. To
date, the information relating to the analysis of interventions often resides in
academic journals and is not easily accessible by most practitioners.
Many areas of policy should seek to incorporate the approaches and thinking of
intervention analysis, e.g. in determining the efficacy or otherwise of technologies
that offer potential reductions to emissions of different pollutants.
An analysis of the intermediate steps which the intervention is designed to influence
should be carried out, to assess the causality of the relationship between the
intervention and any measured concentration changes. For example, if the
intervention is to change a pattern of fuel use, has fuel consumption changed as
intended? Furthermore, there is also a need to take account of other changes that
may also have affected the assessment of an intervention and to develop an
understanding of whether any changes in concentrations specifically resulting from
an intervention can reasonably be quantified.
Results from the implementation of local plans to mitigate air pollution should be
pooled to derive a statistically more robust overall assessment of local measures.
Where new air quality monitoring sites are planned, their relevance for assessing
interventions should be considered.
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Intervention analysis is an active area of research that continues to evolve and be
refined. Defra should retain a watching brief in this area to understand new
developments and promote good practice.
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1. Introduction

1.1.

Aims of the report

This report reviews methods that have been used to evaluate the effectiveness of
interventions intended to reduce air pollution and associated health effects. The intention
is to explain the different approaches that have been used and to highlight the
requirements for undertaking a robust evaluation. The report does not provide information
on the effectiveness of different types of intervention that might be implemented.
Nonetheless, the overview of the approaches used, and their strengths and limitations,
should prove helpful to organisations considering the implementation of interventions and
wishing to evaluate their effectiveness.

1.2.

What is an intervention?

Interventions cover a wide range of scenarios from ‘deliberate’ measures aimed at
improving air quality to interventions that may be primarily aimed at other outcomes but
which can indirectly affect air pollution. Interventions also span a very wide range of
conditions and can cover the small scale (e.g. a single road) through to regional scale (e.g.
continental scale). Additionally, interventions can span a very wide range of temporal
scales such as from the short-term closure of a road to decadal (or longer) scales. The
type of intervention can also cover a wide range of situations from changes resulting in
emission reduction due to national or international emissions or air quality legislation,
through to decisions made by local authorities that can affect local air quality.

1.3.

Scope of the report

Given the very wide range of potential definitions of what constitutes an intervention, this
report necessarily focuses on a limited set of situations. The principal focus is on local
scale interventions, such as those that might reasonably be considered by local
authorities. However, it is also useful to consider some evidence from non-local
interventions where there is relevance and where valuable information is available.
A narrow view of the metrics used to consider interventions might only consider whether
there have been changes to ambient concentrations resulting from an intervention. While
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such a metric is clearly highly valuable – and is of direct relevance to legislation controlling
ambient concentrations, it is a limited view. Interventions need to consider a wider range of
practical issues and the ‘gold standard’ quantification of changes to ambient
concentrations or impacts on health is not always achievable. For this reason, it is also
necessary to consider other indicators of change that might involve surrogate or proxy
measures of change – for example, changes to measured or modelled traffic flows, or
vehicle fleet composition. For many assessments, it may be impractical (or impossible) to
quantify changes in ambient concentrations and a more limited, partial consideration of
changes can still be useful. Of importance though, is an understanding of these limitations.
At the heart of these issues is establishing causation: whether a change can be attributed
to a known cause. In air pollution, establishing causation can be highly challenging. These
challenges include: interventions rarely occur in isolation from other changes to emissions,
the effect of meteorology can easily mask or emphasise changes in ambient
concentrations and the information available to quantify interventions is rarely compiled
with the specific aim of quantifying interventions. However, the careful consideration of
interventions can also help to challenge claims made about changes or indeed show that
there is in fact no robust evidence that an intervention had a measurable effect.
This report does not consider interventions that aim to reduce concentrations after
pollutants enter the atmosphere such as the use of photocatalytic surfaces.
This report covers some of the more practical issues such as considering the types of
information that are useful and the expertise necessary. An important part of the report is
the consideration of the evidence from published papers and reports on these issues,
highlighted through a wide series of case studies.

1.4. Assessments for regulatory purposes at the
local level
Assessments carried out for regulatory purposes make up a large proportion of all UK
assessments of interventions. Assessments have mainly been carried under the following
regulatory regimes:





Local Air Quality Management, in which local authorities are required to report on
the impacts of measures contained within their Local Air Quality Action Plans;
Local Transport/Implementation Plans, in which strategic transport authorities are
required to appraise the outcomes of their plans and measures;
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Post Opening Project Evaluation,
through which Highways England appraises the effects of Highways interventions;
The Planning System, through which pre-construction air quality assessments will
occasionally be followed by post-construction air quality monitoring.
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There are also requirements for local authorities to report to Defra on the effects of
projects for which they have received grant funding. Very often, these assessments fail to
reach robust conclusions with regard to observed effects and their causation. There are
many reasons for this, but better study design, along with a more realistic view of the
changes that might be identified, could improve the usefulness of many of these studies.
In particular, many of the principles used in research studies of interventions, as outlined in
this report, might prove useful for regulatory assessments.

1.5.

Overview of assessing interventions

A useful way in which to consider the impact of interventions is to think of the ‘chain’ of
steps from a change in activity through to potential health effects. This sequence of steps
is often called an ‘accountability chain’ and has been popularised by the Health Effects
Institute (HEI) in the US (Greenbaum and Org, 2017).
The schematic shown in Figure 1 provides an overview of some of the steps that could be
involved in the assessment of interventions; in this case for an example based on a road
traffic intervention. The shaded boxes in Figure 1 show the main steps involved from the
original policy, which results in a change in activity, Δactivity, a change in emissions,
Δemissions, a change in concentrations, Δconcentration and finally some health change,
Δhealth.

Figure 1 Schematic of the stages involved in assessing interventions. In this example, the
intervention is related to a road traffic intervention.

Also shown in Figure 1 are the types of data that can be used to assess each part of the
accountability chain. On the left (in red) are the steps involved based on the use of
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modelled data. In green text is the parallel sequence of steps based on observations. In
practice, assessments can involve a mix of measured and modelled quantities.
An important characteristic of the schematic shown in Figure 1 is that as one moves down
the chain, the quantification of the intervention becomes increasingly difficult. It is for
example much easier to quantify a change in road vehicle flows than it is to determine the
impacts of an intervention on human health. Indeed, as one moves down the chain, there
are an increasing number of confounders that can make the analysis challenging. In the
case of analysing measured concentrations for example, there will almost certainly be
influences from other sources not associated with the intervention and the effect of
meteorological confounders.
Greenbaum (2017) also highlights the importance of exploring the full “chain of
accountability” by illustrating two studies of the traffic changes initiated to reduce
congestion during the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta Georgia. The first study reported a 10–
15% reduction in morning traffic, significant reductions in O3, and reductions in asthma
hospitalizations during the period of the Olympic Games (Friedman et al. 2001). However,
a second much more detailed analysis found that while morning traffic did decrease,
overall traffic volumes were unchanged (Peel et al. 2010). Peel et al. (2010) also found
that the O3 reductions were seen throughout the Southeast United States (in many areas
unaffected by the Atlanta traffic patterns) and that hospitalizations, when adjusted for
seasonal patterns for earlier and later years, showed no decline that could be tied to the
reduced O3. Such findings illustrate the need for a comprehensive approach to assessing
interventions and the difficulties in establishing causal relationships.
The quantification of the effects of interventions is an active area of research and
developments in methodology continue to be made.
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2. Principles and approaches used for
quantifying the effects of interventions
2.1.

Challenges of quantifying interventions

There are many practical and methodological challenges related to the robust
quantification of interventions. It is common for analyses to rely on existing data for
intervention quantification rather than specifically collected data, which might not be
optimal for quantification purposes. In this respect, it may prove challenging to quantify an
intervention because the available data is not best suited to that purpose. Clearly, the
suitability of the information available will depend on the situation being considered – but it
would be expected that data collected specifically for quantifying interventions would be
advantageous. There are however few examples of specifically designed experiments for
that purpose. The London Low Emission Zone is one notable example where
consideration was given to the optimum location of air quality measurement sites before
the scheme started, as discussed in section 3.1.
There are also limitations in the use of proxy measurements and information to assess
interventions. For example, a change in traffic flow is several steps away from a change in
concentrations or health impacts. It is therefore important to understand some of the
limitations of the information being used and the need perhaps to make additional
assumptions about the change being considered.
A common issue when assessing interventions using ambient air quality data is that
concentrations are usually affected by numerous other factors not associated with an
intervention. The principal difficulty is establishing cause-effect against a backdrop that
may be influenced by many other changes (e.g. general vehicle fleet turnover).
The processes involved in converting primary to secondary pollutants can be important
and challenging to account for when assessing interventions. These issues will however
depend on the pollutants being assessed and the spatial and temporal scale over which
they are considered.
For many situations where the assessment of ambient concentrations is considered, the
potentially large contribution from background air can be important. For example, a
consideration of particulate matter concentrations in an urban area can be dominated by
non-local sources and regional contributions. In these cases, the change in concentration
due to an intervention may only contribute a small proportion of the absolute
concentration, which could make the quantification of change difficult.
Arguably, the principal challenge related to the quantification of interventions using
ambient air quality data is the influence of meteorology. Variations in meteorology can
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easily mask underlying changes to concentrations and can falsely mask or emphasise
changes in concentration. Many of the approaches used to quantify interventions aim to
remove or reduce the variations in concentration due to changes in meteorology. The
types of analysis used to remove the effects of meteorology often share similarities with
those used by epidemiologists, where confounding factors such as ambient temperature
need to be ‘accounted for’ when attempting to quantify the health effects of pollutants.

2.2.

Experimental design

As is shown in section 3, most practical examples of the analysis of interventions are not
based on an initial experimental design, which would perhaps consider the most
appropriate data to collect and how best to locate measurement sites to detect changes
etc. It is much more common for the analysis to use data that exists for other purposes
such as compliance monitoring.
The Health Effects Institute (HEI, 2016) has provided a study on how more systematic
approaches to testing of causality (i.e., through use of causal inference frameworks and
methods) could be adapted to the assessment of the effects of air pollution interventions
on air quality and health. They successfully demonstrated the use of existing and newly
developed methods in two case studies of regulatory actions: the designation of US
counties to be in nonattainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for PM 10
and the installation of SO2 scrubbers on power plants.
The scrubber case study provided both newly developed methods and a rare comparison
of two different but analogous statistical approaches — principal stratification and causal
mediation analysis — applied to the same complex multipollutant problem. These methods
seek to assess causality of an intervention by analysing statistical relationships between
the intervention and the final outcome but also incorporating intermediate variables. For
example, in their study one intervention was the installation of a scrubber on a power plant
and the final outcome was impacts on health. The intermediate variables were emissions
and ambient PM10. Causal mediation analysis can incorporate several interventions,
whereas principal stratification analysis is an analogous process but only using one
intervention. Their work demonstrated the critical importance of involving multidisciplinary
teams with detailed technical knowledge of the interventions to ensure appropriate study
design and interpretation. The HEI Review Committee in assessing the study concluded
that these accountability methods are an important addition to the “toolkit” and should
continue to be further explored, but cannot wholly substitute for accountability
assessments that rely on evidence from other scientific methods, including more traditional
epidemiology analyses.
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Quantifying the impact an intervention has is also highly dependent on the pollutant
considered. For example, it is more difficult to detect changes in PM10 than NOx close to a
road if the intervention affects road vehicles due to the large contributions from non-road
sources to PM10 concentrations. However, measuring certain PM components such as
black carbon, could provide a much better indication of changes that relate to vehicle
exhaust emissions.

2.3.

Methods based on proxy data

Assessments of interventions can be made using proxies that are expected to be related
to changes in ambient concentrations but are not in themselves a direct measure of
concentration change. Examples include the measurement of changes in traffic flows
(observed or from a traffic model) or some other measure of activity (see Figure 1). Such
data can provide useful information that can help quantify the effect an intervention has but
the use of such data will be very specific to the intervention being considered.
The measurement of some sort of activity such as road vehicle flows can be used as the
basis of calculating changes in emissions. Quantifying potential changes in emissions can
be highly useful in its own right and also as the basis of providing input to air quality
models. The usefulness of such approaches will depend on how reasonable the emission
estimates are, which will be dependent on the quality of the input data as well as the
reliability of the emission factors themselves.
Building on the use of proxy input data and emission inventories is the use of air quality
models to predict changes in concentrations. These methods are described in section 2.5.

2.4. Methods based on the analysis of ambient
measurements
These methods are not dependent on assumptions about changes to emission sources or
activity data but seek to detect and quantify the actual changes in measured
concentrations. These methods have the benefit of aiming to determine the effect an
intervention has on ambient concentrations directly. The approaches can include various
data filtering methods (such as described in AQEG, 2015), through to sophisticated
statistical analysis.
The efficacy of these approaches depends greatly on the pollutant being considered and
the location of the measurement site(s). These considerations also include issues related
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to experimental design i.e. whether the measurement approach was chosen to specifically
quantify the changes due to an intervention. Often, the analysis of concentration data to
quantify the effects of interventions relies on existing measurement networks and species
already measured, rather than being developed as part of an initial experimental design.
Statistical approaches can ‘account for’ changes to meteorology that can mask or
emphasise changes in concentrations to better reveal changes to underlying source
strength. The basis of these approaches is to use some sort of statistical model to explain
concentrations of pollutants in terms of commonly available meteorological and other
variables. If good models can be developed i.e. that can explain a large amount of the
variation in concentrations in terms of meteorological variables, then new time series
(trends) can be generated by choosing a fixed set of meteorological conditions and as
input to the model and using the model to predict concentrations over a fixed set of
conditions. These methods have been shown to be very effective, as summarised in
section 3.
The tools available to carry out the analyses described above are increasingly becoming
available, in part due to developments in statistical methodology but also the increased
availability of the methods in open source software. A recent example is the rmweather R
package developed at the University of York, which is freely available (see
https://github.com/skgrange/rmweather) and Grange et al. (Grange and Carslaw, 2019).

2.4.1. Dealing with uncertainty in measurement
It is important to remember that many small-scale interventions will result in ambient air
pollution changes that are too small to be detected. The reasons for the difficulty in
detection include the changes in concentration being small compared with other wider
scale changes such as the progressive fleet turnover, or smaller than the uncertainty in the
ambient air pollution measurements. Although it might seem compelling to measure air
pollution concentrations to demonstrate the effectiveness of an intervention, for minor
schemes this may not be advisable.
Estimating the likely uncertainty in a measurement can be complicated. The Guide to the
Assessment of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) (BIPM, 2008) provides a generic
approach that requires knowledge of the measurement process and an estimate of the
uncertainty in each component of the measurement (the gas cylinder concentrations,
signal noise in the instrument etc.) which are then combined to provide an overall
uncertainty dependent on the concentration and the time period of the measurement.
The uncertainty in longer term measurements such as annual mean concentrations will be
less than that in short-term measurements. ISO 11222 (ISO, 2002) provides a method to
estimate the uncertainty in longer-term measurements which starts by identifying the
11

random and non-random components of the measurement uncertainty and reducing the
impact of the random component over time. In practice, this means that the uncertainty in
a long-term measurement, such as an annual mean, can never be less than the
uncertainty in the calibration standards used (around 4% or 5% being typical for gas
standards such as NO in N2, Sweeney et al 2015).
In practice, more pragmatic approaches can be used:
 When using EU reference methods or equivalent it is possible to assume the
maximum specified in EU Directives e.g. 15% at the short-term limit value
concentration for gases such as NO2 and 25% for PM. This information can be used
to estimate the uncertainty in short-term measurements. However, for longer-term
measurements (of the order of months), the uncertainty would tend towards the
underlying uncertainties in the calibration standards used.
 Assume the uncertainties from tests undertaken to show that an instrument is
capable of making EU reference or reference equivalent measurements. Again, the
ISO1122 approach is needed to consider uncertainties in longer term mean
concentrations.
 To assume uncertainties given by a manufacturer or from other test procedures.
If measurements are undertaken to assess an intervention this will mostly likely require the
comparison of at least two sets of measurements. These might be measurements made
before and after the intervention or perhaps measurements made in the intervention
location and in another an area that is used as a control. The outcome of the intervention
is then judged by looking at the difference between the two data sets.
An assessment of the uncertainty in the paired dataset comparison is required to
determine if any difference is real or just an artefact of the measurement process.
Three approaches are possible here:





Statistical tests of significant difference can be used. Air quality data is almost
always non-parametric and contains outlier values so tests such as Mann Witney /
Wilcoxon rank-sum or Kruskal–Wallis would be appropriate rather than the
parametric Student’s t test.
Estimates for uncertainty in the two datasets can be made using the approaches
above.
Estimates of uncertainty in the concentrations can be determined by field tests from
a period of instrument colocation.

It should be noted that even if there are statistically significant differences between a set of
measurements before and after the intervention, it does not necessarily prove that the
change was caused by the intervention.
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2.5.

Methods based on Modelling

Modelling has a role to play both in the planning stage of interventions and in providing
insight into the effectiveness of an intervention once implemented. To date, however,
modelling approaches have not been extensively used in an air quality context to assist
with intervention analysis.

2.5.1. Pre-intervention modelling
In the planning stage of an intervention modelling studies are used to inform decisions
regarding whether a scheme is viable and to assist in its design. The studies can quantify
the magnitude of changes in pollutant concentration that can be expected in different
locations and therefore whether such changes are significant enough to be observed. In
addition, they can inform measurement strategies designed to quantify the changes. It is
important, however, to recognise that such studies are associated with significant
uncertainty.
A typical example of a pre-intervention study is provided by Marner and Moorcroft (2016),
who predicted the changes in the annual mean and 99.79th percentiles of 1-hour mean
NO2 concentrations associated with a scheme to introduce 2-way traffic, along with more
pedestrian space, to Baker Street and Gloucester Place in Westminster. Changes in
traffic movements were predicted using the VISSIM transport model. Traffic emissions
were predicted using two average-speed emissions models: Defra’s Emissions Factor
Toolkit (Defra, 2016), and the CURED model (Marner, 2016). Concentrations were then
predicted using the ADMS-Roads dispersion model, verified against annual mean
measurements made at two monitoring sites. The results supported discussions on
gaining permission for the scheme, and also informed the siting of pre- and postconstruction air quality monitoring.
The impacts that are predicted in studies such as this are directly attributable to those
model inputs that are deliberately altered. In this case, the variables were the lane
positions, traffic volumes, and changes in average vehicle speeds. All other features,
including meteorology, were unchanged in the different assessment scenarios. Modelling
can be used to determine the cause of the predicted changes, however it is noted that, on
account of modelling uncertainties, both the magnitude and the causes of the predicted
changes are also subject to uncertainties; typically these have not been estimated for such
studies.
An approach to dealing with uncertainties of predictive models has been presented by
Tomlin et al. (2016). They demonstrated a global uncertainty and sensitivity methodology
for a street scale model attempting to simulate the effects of changes to traffic demand on
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NOx and NO2 levels within a street canyon in York. Within the model uncertainties caused
by possible errors in wind direction, chemical reaction rates and model parameterisations
of surface roughness, it was possible to detect the influence of traffic demand and primary
NO2 emissions fractions. However, the method was only demonstrated for a single set of
meteorological conditions and carried a significant computational cost since a large
number of model runs was required for each case study to determine uncertainty.
A similar Monte Carlo sampling based study was also carried out for a Lagrangian
photochemical pollution model by Bergin et al. (1999) for the Californian region. Their
study evaluated the possible effects of reductions in NOx emissions on regional scale O3
concentrations where model uncertainties were accounted for. A more recent study by
Carnevale et al. (2016) carried out an assessment of proposed mitigation strategies for
reducing PM10 within the Lombardy region of Northern Italy using an Integrated
Assessment Model. The work sets out a framework for assessing the possible effects of
policy interventions using models, whilst taking into account model uncertainties.

2.5.2. Post intervention modelling
At the local and regional scale, atmospheric pollutant concentrations are affected by a
wide range of emissions, chemical and physical processes, and as a result determining
the causes of temporal and spatial changes solely from observations can be difficult,
especially if the magnitude of the changes is small. Similar issues also exist for global
pollution related problems such as climate change and stratospheric O3 depletion. In these
fields methodologies involving combined observation and modelling approaches have
been applied in order to isolate the effects of changes in emissions on the target
environmental impacts.
For example, a recent paper in Science (Solomon et al., 2016) compared different model
predictions of changes to the size of the Antarctic O3 hole. It was first established that the
model simulated well, much of the observed year-to-year variability in September total O3
for targets both at the South Pole and from satellite UV observations. The authors argue
that this provides confidence in the attribution of changes to O 3 reductions to different
causes which were isolated within model sensitivity studies. These included chemical
contributions to the trends, as well as meteorology and aerosol loadings due to volcanic
processes. Overall the work demonstrated reductions in O3 depletion that could be
attributed to reduced chlorine and bromine loading in the stratosphere.
Using such approaches in global climate models, multi-model ensemble simulations are
performed with and without anthropogenic emissions in order to show that, when
neglecting anthropogenic emissions, the simulated trends do not overlap with observations
even when taking into account model uncertainties (IPPC, 2013). This showing in turn that
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the changes to observations in the atmosphere, cryosphere and oceans cannot simply be
due to changes in natural processes (Figure 2). Uncertainties are propagated in the model
predictions based on ensembles of simulations using models from different research
groups.

Figure 2 Comparison of observed and simulated climate change based on three large-scale
indicators in the atmosphere, the cryosphere and the ocean (IPPC, 2013). Uncertainty in the model
simulations is shown by the shaded bands.

To date there seems to have been a limited number of examples of such approaches
being applied for urban air pollution problems, although a similar methodology was applied
in Kelly et al. (2011) in a study of the impacts of the Congestion Charging Scheme (CCS)
on air quality in London. Model simulations using the King’s College London Air Pollution
Toolkit, with a typical output grid resolution of 20 x 20 m, were applied to estimate the
percentage changes in NOx and PM10 concentrations across the Congestion Charging
Zone (CCZ).
Using sensitivity analysis, the attributed changes over a North-South transect of the CCZ
due to changes in traffic speed, traffic flow and speed, and vehicle-kilometres travelled
(VKT), for cars, taxis and buses were estimated. The modelling and sensitivity studies
attempted to separate effects due to the vehicle related interventions from those due to
changes in meteorological conditions or influences from changes to regional background
pollution levels. The detected changes in both the model and observations were fairly
small, but some consistent trends were detected between the model and observations, the
most notable being an increase in NO2 concentrations at three background sites compared
with levels at the control sites. The use of the model sensitivity analysis allowed these
effects to be attributed to a separate intervention that introduced more diesel particulate
filter equipped buses into the CCZ.
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Figure 3 The modelled impacts of the CCS on NOx concentrations across the CCZ. Graphs are
percent changes in NOx concentrations due to changes in speed (green), traffic flow and speed
(blue), VKT for cars (purple), VKT for taxis (black), and VKT for buses (red). IRR at each end ofthe
graph is the boundary for the CCZ.

Figure 4 The modelled impacts of the CCS on PM10 concentrations across the CCZ. Graphs are
percent changes in PM10 concentrations due to changes in speed (green), traffic flow and speed
(blue), VKT for cars (purple), VKT for taxis (black), and VKT for buses (red). IRR at each end of the
graph is the boundary for the CCZ.

The main difference between the study of Kelly et al. and the methodologies applied within
the climate change communities is the treatment of model uncertainties. Whilst the study
of Kelly et al. included some sensitivity analysis with respect to emissions related factors,
the model simulations did not carry error bounds and therefore it is difficult to assess the
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statistical significance of the modelled changes due to the CCZ and other policy related
interventions.
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3. Case Studies
This section considers some of the practical examples that aim to assess interventions.
The list of interventions, while not definitive, cover a wide range of examples and
techniques that have been used. There are many examples of how interventions have
been considered, both in academic research and as part of various projects. These studies
provide useful information on the types of approach used, their benefits and disadvantages
and also can act as inspiration for conducting future analyses of interventions.

3.1.

London Low Emission Zone

In 2008 London created the UK’s first low emission zone (LEZ). The London zone is the
world’s largest and was the first built around a charging structure for non-compliant
vehicles (thereby allowing occasional access) rather than a blanket ban. The scheme was
targeted on PM10 reduction but was also expected to have some impact on emissions of
NOx. Unlike London’s congestion charging scheme, it operated at all times of day. The
London LEZ is one of the few examples available where consideration was given to the
experimental design before it was implemented and the location and types of
measurements that would be made.
Unlike many schemes in Europe, the London LEZ scheme did not affect private cars.
Instead, the focus was on heavy-duty vehicles reflecting their large emission per vehicle
and pre-scheme evidence that London’s heavy good vehicle fleet was amongst the oldest
in the UK (TfL, 2008).
The zone was designed to broaden in scope over time. Phase one of the scheme in
February 2008 applied to heavy goods vehicles > 12 t. Phase 2 from July 2008 extended
the scope to coaches and goods vehicles greater than 3.5 t, covering around 5% of traffic.
Phase 3 increased the scope still further to include light goods vehicles and mini-vans, a
further 13% of traffic. This was postponed from 2010 to 2012 when it was implemented
along with phase 4, which tightened the emissions standards from Euro III to Euro IV or
retrofitted equivalent for PM.
The scheme was enforced using a network of automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
cameras.
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3.1.1. Assessment strategy
An extensive assessment strategy was put in place (TfL, 2008). This assessment identified
three levels of impacts from the scheme, broadly reflective of the HEI accountability chain
shown in Figure 1 (HEI, 2003).
Primary impacts were those directly attributable to the scheme; the improvement in the
emissions characteristics of the vehicle fleet through the exclusion of the non-compliant
Euro classes. Secondary impacts related mainly to air quality; both emissions and
concentrations. Tertiary impacts were more societal and included those on health and
businesses. A fourth set of impacts related to the area outside London through the
possible accelerated fleet renewal or the displacement of non-compliant vehicles. Being
mindful of the previous difficulties in detecting an air quality change from the earlier
congestion charging scheme in 2003 (Kelly et al 2011a), it was stated at the outset that
impacts from the scheme would be harder to detect at each stage in the hierarchy due to
the influence of other confounding factors.
Primary impacts were assessed from a bespoke network of around 100 ANPR cameras
supported by manual traffic surveys. The assessment of secondary impacts on air
pollution is detailed in Barratt et al (2009), TfL (2008) and Kelly et al (2011b) are
summarised below.








Emissions estimates were based on measured traffic flows and vehicle Euro
classes within the framework of an upgraded London Atmospheric Emissions
Inventory.
Seven roadside indicator sites were created to measure air pollution at locations
identified as experiencing greatest changes from pre-scheme modelling. These
included Marylebone Road and five other sites in the London Air Quality Network
(LAQN), that were augmented to measure a common suite of pollutants: PM10,
PM2.5, NOx, NO2 and O3 (to assess possible changes in primary NO2). A seventh
monitoring site was installed alongside one of the main arterial roads with greatest
predicted change. Meteorology was measured at five sites and three sites
measured particle number and black carbon. ANPR cameras and traffic loop
counters were installed alongside each site. The new equipment was installed in the
year before the LEZ began.
A further 13 long-term background measurement sites were selected from the
LAQN to be used in the analysis to account for confounding changes in regional
concentrations of these pollutants.
PM receptor analysis was undertaken to identify concentrations from primary traffic
emissions and those from regional and background sources. This analysis was
undertaken at each indicator site and 16 other locations using the NO x as a tracer
for primary PM as detailed in Fuller et al (2002, 2006). Detailed chemical analysis of
PM10 was undertaken at two locations in 2008 to support analysis of future LEZ
phases.
New data analysis methods were developed including the use of wind speed and
direction data to focus on concentrations arising from roads sources. The
assessment sought to control for the effects of meteorology by considering
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background concentration and approaches that focused on the traffic derived
pollution.

3.1.2. Key findings
Impacts of phases 1 and 2 of the London LEZ were published in TfL (2008, 2010), Barratt
et al (2009) and Kelly et al (2011b). The main findings were:


Substantial pre-scheme compliance was found as vehicle operators upgraded their
fleets ahead of the phase 1 and 2. As shown in Figure 5 this was especially clear in
the six months before phase 2. In 2008, HGV turn-over rates were 40% compared
to an estimated rate of 5% in 2007. Given that the LEZ bought about a gradual
change in the vehicle fleet no change in total measured concentrations of PM 10
were found at the times that phases 1 and 2 were implemented. Due to substantial
pre-compliance analysis focused on changes in the thirteen months before phase 1,
between phase 1 and phase 2 and in the 17 months following phase 2. A separate
study by Ellison et al (2013) found substantial upgrades and pre-compliance in the
LGVs in the year ahead of the implementation of phases 3 and 4.
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Figure 5 Proportion of compliant and non-compliant vehicles at Hackney - Old Street in central
London (Barratt et al 2009).
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Techniques that focused on the concentrations associated with the road traffic
using bivariate polar plots were used to detect changes across the LEZ
implementation period. Decreases were found in black carbon and / or PM 2.5 from
traffic alongside three roads in outer London (monitoring sites BT4, GR8 and TH4)
which was not replicated in central London (MY1 and HK6). This was thought to be
due to the different vehicle mixes in inner and outer London. A high proportion of
buses and relatively low numbers of HGVs prevail in the central area. TfL buses
were fitted with particle filters substantially ahead of the LEZ (2003 to 2006) and as
shown in Figure 5, these were substantially compliant by 2007 before the LEZ. By
contrast heavy diesel traffic in outer London was dominated by goods vehicles that
were upgraded in the run-up to the LEZ.

Figure 6 Concentrations of black carbon (yellow triangles) and PM2.5 (green diamonds) from local
road traffic around the implementation of phase 1 and 2 of the LEZ (Barratt et al, 2009)



PM receptor analysis showed a steady increase in regional secondary and natural
PM10 between 2004 to mid-2007 was followed by decrease confounding any simple
analysis of total measured concentrations. Very few of the 23 locations studied
showed a change in primary PM10 that was bigger than the confidence intervals for
the model around the time of the LEZ implementation. Statistically significant
increases in primary PM were seen at Marylebone Road.

The assessment benefited from the pre-existing very large and high-quality measurement
network in London along with the long-term involvement of a research university in the
emissions and dispersion modelling, measurement and assessment of air pollution
providing London with a substantial skills base research infrastructure.
Robust impacts assessment was given a high priority and additional international research
funding was obtained. Resources were provided for measurement infrastructure and
analysis. The hierarchical approach to impacts assessment led to monitoring of primary
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effect of traffic changes and not just the secondary impact on measured concentrations.
The study identified substantial pre-scheme compliance with HGV operators changing
their fleets more than six months ahead of the scheme start dates. An assessment
approach that looked for a step change at the implementation date would have
underestimated any impacts. Unexpected differences were found between impacts of the
intervention in inner and outer London due to the confounding effect of another policy to
retrofit buses with particle filters. This was not foreseen in pre-scheme modelling.
A number of the assessment methods were able to produce results with confidence
intervals allowing genuine change to be separated from expected variation due to
measurement or modelling uncertainty.
The study design was not able to consider a clear counter-factual i.e. what the changes
would have been without a LEZ. The zone covered all of London so separation into
intervention and control areas was not possible. Major differences between the vehicle
fleets in London (with high numbers of buses and very old HGVs) and other UK urban
areas meant that a comparable control city could not be found. Instead, the assessment
relied on timing, the comparison of traffic and background monitoring sites and receptor
analysis to focus on the changes due to the intervention. It was not able to clearly separate
the effects of the LEZ from other policies that were affecting vehicle emissions at the same
time, such as the take up of lower emission vehicles due to natural fleet turn-over. No
assessment was made of changes in traffic flow. As shown later by Font and Fuller (2016),
medium-term changes in the flow of HGV and buses along roads in London can outweigh
gains achieved by improved emissions controls.

3.2. Impact of multiple policy interventions in
London
It is challenging to clearly identify the impacts of a single intervention against a backdrop of
the diversity of policies that have been implemented to improve air quality and reduce
population exposure across the UK and beyond. Rather than trying to focus on a specific
intervention and develop strategies to control for confounding impacts from other policies
Font and Fuller (2016) took an agnostic approach. Instead of looking for the impacts of
specific inventions they sought identify the locations where the policy mixture was working
best and other locations where the policy mixture was working less well.
Most routine air pollution analysis assesses policy success by attainment of legal limit
values. Instead, Fuller and Font (2016) considered the rate of change as a metric of policy
success. Fuller and Font (2016) considered changes in the traffic derived air pollution
alongside 65 roads in London from 2005 to 2015.
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3.2.1. Assessment strategy
Measured concentrations of NOx, NO2, PM10, PM2.5, CO2 and black carbon were obtained
from 66 LAQN and AURN monitoring sites in London. The study looked at traffic derived
air pollution by considering the roadside increment in concentrations. Traffic counts were
also obtained. The study period was divided into two five year periods approximating to the
periods of sale of Euro IV and Euro V vehicles. Robust statistical approaches were used to
calculate trends and techniques from meta-analysis were used to present overall trends.
Clustering techniques were used to group locations with similar results.
The assessment accounted for changes in concentrations due to meteorology by
considering five-year windows, statistical de-seasonalising of measurements and also by
control for background concentrations.

3.2.2. Key findings
This view of city-wide air pollution revealed considerable variability across London with
some roads showing significant decreases but others did not improve. Examples include
the notable improvement in nitrogen dioxide from traffic alongside Putney High Street
which was attributed to a substantial programme to retrofit buses with Selective Catalytic
Reduction abatement (see section 3.5). Places showing deterioration were mainly slower,
more congested roads where SCR is thought to be less effective. Improvements in both
PM10 and PM2.5 were found in central London. However, outer London showed an
increase in PM10 despite decreases in PM2.5 and black carbon. These findings were
especially clear on roads with increased numbers of HGVs. Changes in bus flows were
associated with changes in traffic-derived NOx and CO2 and to a lesser extent NO2 and
PM.
The study concluded that current policy packages were not strong enough to counter
changes in traffic flow nor bring about decreases in NO2 and PM10 from roads in all parts
of the city.
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Figure 7 Trend in road contribution between 2010 and the end of 2014. The top right-hand corner
of panel A shows trends in NOx and NO2 with those locations in the top right-hand corner
experiencing increases in both pollutants. Panel B shows changes in PM10 and PM2.5 with the inset
showing PM2.5 and black carbon (CBLK). Colours denote distance from city centre.

Overall, NO2 increased between 2005 and 2010. Since 2010 most roads showed some
improvement in NO2 with an average decrease of five per cent per year but around threequarters of roads still exceeded the NO2 EU Limit Value in 2015. PM2.5 decreased after
2010 due to the exhaust abatement technologies such as particle filters on newer diesel
vehicles. There was little overall change in PM10 from traffic.
The assessment focused on rate of change in both air pollution and the traffic activity.
Many air pollution changes were associated with changes in traffic flows rather than
exhaust abatement. The approach could simultaneously quantify changes at a city-wide
level and on a road by road basis. All estimates of change were produced with confidence
intervals enabling actual change to be separated from random variation. The approach
could be adapted to look for the effects of a local intervention by comparing rates of
change across a wider area.
The assessment method requires an extensive measurement network covering not just an
area with a specific intervention and a control area but many more locations. It has
applicability to large city networks such as those in Paris and London or at a national level.
The study was the first stage in a larger proposed programme to initially identify and then
explain concentrations changes. It therefore did not include differentials in fleet-turn over
and Euro class along the different roads and the effects of different exhaust abatement
upgrades to London’s bus fleet along each route.
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3.3.

German Low Emission Zones

There are many examples of interventions from German cities that include both low
emission zones and traffic bans (Fensterer et al., 2014; Morfeld et al., 2015, 2014). These
types of intervention have many similarities to the potential approaches that could be
adopted in CAZ cities. Of interest and relevance are the city-scale changes to vehicle
technologies and the influence they have on emissions and concentrations of pollutants.
Rather than focusing on the effectiveness of individual city LEZs, researchers pooled
effects across many cities using statistical modelling tools that compared the changes in
pollution concentrations in cities with a LEZ and those without. This approach takes
account of changes such the larger scale changes to concentrations not associated with
the LEZ, such as the ongoing turnover of vehicle stock.
Wolff (2013) tested two different strategies to match LEZ cities with appropriate control
cities; a match based on similarities in PM10 concentrations and another based on
proximity. A model was created to include the effects of meteorology and to pool the
results from multiple cities. They also considered cities with action plans and compared
these to LEZ cities and those with no plan. Vehicle registration data was also considered
to investigate if the LEZ accelerated vehicle turnover and a further investigation explored
the hypothesis that non-compliant vehicles would simply divert around the zone. LEZs
were found to be effective, decreasing PM10 concentrations by 9% and there was no
evidence of diversion or that non-LEZ plans were effective.
Malina and Schiffer (2015) also looked at the effectiveness of German LEZ for PM 10 using
a statistical modelling approach that pooled and compared LEZ and non-LEZ cites and
compared different types of LEZ. Meteorological factors were also considered along with
the temporary vehicle scrappage scheme introduced during the financial crisis with results
expressed in terms of avoided premature mortality and monetarised health benefit. More
stringent stage 2 LEZs were found to be three times as effective as stage 1 LEZs in
decreasing PM10.
Morfeld et al. (2014) provide a comprehensive assessment of assessing LEZs in 17
German cities. This study is interesting because it encompasses many of the issues
considered in this report including: the choice of instrument used to measure
concentrations, the study design, accounting for variations not due to the LEZs (such as
the influence of meteorology), careful statistical analysis and the evidence from published
emission factors.
The study benefitted from considering the pooled effects across several cities rather than
considering single cities in isolation, which gave the assessment more statistical power. By
carefully considering ‘index sites’ and ‘reference sites’ (those within the LEZ and those
outside the LEZ in each city, respectively), account was taken of the larger scale changes
to concentrations not associated with the LEZ, such as the ongoing turnover of vehicle
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stock. The Morfeld et al. (2014) study is also notable for its comprehensive statistical
approach to determining whether a concentration change had occurred and the likely
magnitude of the change predicted. Even though the quantified changes to the
concentrations, of NO, NO2 and NOx were small (at most 2 µg m-3, or about a 4% change
at most), they were predicted to be statistically significant.
It is interesting that the Morfeld et al. (2014) study was undertaken at a time when changes
to the diesel passenger car fleet would have had relatively small influences on emissions,
and hence concentrations due to the lack of reduction in real-world emissions of NOx. In
that respect, the results from the Morfeld et al. (2014) study are consistent with the lack of
progress in reducing emissions of NOx from Euro 1 to Euro 5 vehicles (Carslaw et al.,
2011), as shown by the small estimated changes in concentration. These issues highlight
how helpful it can be to have wider knowledge of the changes taking place and whether
the changes are consistent with expectations given a knowledge of the other factors
involved.
These statistical methods have the benefit of pooling results across many cities and
controls to quantify the effectiveness of a type of intervention. This greatly increases the
ability of the analysis to discern a change and also allows uncertainty to be estimated. As
with many types of intervention analysis the matching of the intervention and a nonintervention control are key and this has produced debate among the German researchers
working in this field as discussed in Morfeld (2015) and Cyrys et al (2017).

3.4.

Short-term changes – Heathrow Airport

The quantification of interventions over short time scales is especially challenging because
of the lack of data with which to assess the intervention. Carslaw et al. (2012) used a
statistical modelling technique based on boosted regression trees to consider the shortterm impact of a flight ban at Heathrow airport. A flight ban was imposed at the airport for a
period of 6 days due to the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull. The flight ban
provided an opportunity to consider whether changes in measured concentrations of NOx
and NO2 could be detected and quantified at measurement sites close to the airport.
The quantification of the changes in concentrations of NOx and NO2 considered the
counter-factual question as to what the concentrations would have been if there had been
no flight ban. For this particular intervention, robust estimates of flight activity could be
made because the number of flights and types of aircraft in operation is very similar each
day. The statistical model was developed using aircraft movement data, meteorological
observations and ambient concentrations for a period of two years before the flight ban
operated. The model was then used to predict the expected concentration of NO x and NO2
using typical hourly flight movement information. The approach yields a time series of NOx
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and NO2 concentrations (with uncertainty) that can be compared to the measured
concentrations, as shown in Figure 8. Overall it was shown that at the two nearest air
pollution monitoring sites (LHR2 and Oaks Road), the concentration of NO x was predicted
to be 29 µg m-3 lower over the flight ban period compared with business as usual.

Figure 8 Time series of NOx concentrations at the Oaks Road site. The blue line shows the
observed concentration of NOx, the red line is the predicted business as usual concentration with
95% confidence intervals shown. The grey shaded area shows the flight-ban duration.

The modelling of the short-term ban also enabled an estimate to be made of the annual
contribution made by aircraft to concentrations of NOx at the Oaks Road monitoring site to
the south of the northern runway. Overall, it was predicted that the aircraft contribute 13.5
µg m-3 NOx, which is similar to the 12.0 µg m-3 predicted through dispersion modelling. The
13.5 µg m-3 corresponds to about 23% of the annual mean NOx concentration at the Oaks
Road site. Furthermore, the pattern of change in NOx concentration (business as usual
minus measured) was shown to be consistent with changes in aircraft sources, which
helped to verify the validity of the analysis. Even though the duration of the flight ban was
short (6 days), this work indicates that given good appropriate data, the potential impact of
interventions can be quantified.

3.5.

Changes in bus flows and technologies

Changing bus routes and the technologies used on buses are examples of interventions
that are relevant to many local authorities. The influence that buses have on local air
quality can be important because they can be an important contributor to emissions and
traffic restrictions in urban areas can increase their importance (if for example traffic
exclusions forbid other types of vehicle on certain roads).
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There are several examples of where the specific influence of changes to the bus fleet
have been quantified, including the London-wide analysis described in section 3.1, where
locations with large changes in bus technologies show a different response to changes in
NOx, NO2 and PM to other locations.
Earlier AQEG analyses of changes in NO2 concentrations in Oxford using a cumulative
sum (cusum) analysis revealed that changes in NO2 concentrations were timed with
known changes to either the flow of buses or changes in the emission control technologies
used (AQEG, 2008). More recently, the detailed analysis of changes in concentrations of
NO2 at Putney High Street in London has shown that decreases in NO 2 concentrations at a
roadside site were consistent with the TfL retrofit of their Euro III buses to use SCR
(selective catalytic reduction) technology (Barratt and Carslaw, 2014; Carslaw and
Priestman, 2015). The change in concentrations of NO2 are shown in Figure 9 together with
information on when retrofit buses were introduced.

Figure 9 Ambient concentrations of NO2 at the Putney High Street LAQN site. The blue line shows
the 3-day mean of the raw NO2 data. The black line shows the meteorologically normalised NO2
concentrations. The vertical lines show the dates when the SCRT system was fixed to individual
buses.

The analysis of the impacts at Putney High Street helps to illustrate several important
aspects of quantifying the effects of a local intervention. First, it was very useful to have
available information on when the buses were retrofitted (data available from TfL). Second,
the ambient measurements were made at a kerbside location where the influence of the
changes on ambient concentrations would be high. Additionally, the removal of the
variations in concentrations due to changes in meteorology can greatly assist both the
identification of when a change occurred as well as the magnitude of the change. The
latter analysis does however require expertise on how to statistically analyse data to help
remove the variation due to meteorology.
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3.6.

Fuel sulphur changes

Interventions related to fuel sulphur changes have been considered in two previous AQEG
reports: Impacts of Shipping on UK Air Quality and the AQEG Report on Ultrafine Particles
(UFP) (AQEG, 2017 and 2018).
In the first analysis, changes in the concentrations of SO2 were considered at the Port of
Dover. Changes in the concentration of SO2 close to the Port of Dover might be expected
because of legislation to control fuel sulphur content in ships. In this example, the analysis
considered the change in concentrations of SO2 at two monitoring sites close to the port.
As discussed previously, it can be both difficult to detect changes and concentrations in
the atmosphere and associate them with particular interventions. However, in this
particular example, there are several aspects that make such an analysis more
straightforward than many other case studies. First, concentrations of SO2 at this location
are dominated by a single source (shipping). Second, it would be expected that there
would be a direct proportionate change in SO2 concentrations associated with a fuel
sulphur content change. Finally, there was a known date when the change might be
expected to take place.
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Figure 10 The observed step-changes in SO2 concentrations at Dover, coincident in timing with
regulations reducing the maximum amount of sulphur in ship fuel used in the North Sea and
English Channel in August 2006 and January 2010. The observations have been adjusted to
remove the impact of variations in weather conditions on the trend in concentrations. The vertical
dashed lines show the dates when new fuel sulphur regulations came into force (Grange and
Carslaw, 2019).

Nevertheless, the analysis in the AQEG shipping report showed that accounting for
changes in meteorology greatly increased the clarity of the nature, timing and magnitude
of the change, as shown in Figure 10. In this case it was possible to show that the change
in SO2 concentration was very similar to the change in fuel sulphur limits and that the
timing of the change matched with the date at which the legislation came into force.
Therefore, in this example, there is very high confidence that the changes in concentration
can be directly attributed to changes in fuel sulphur levels.
The second sulphur-related example is related to sulphur changes on vehicle fuels. In this
case, the change in particle number (PN) concentrations were considered. PN
concentrations are known to be strongly affected by fuel sulphur content and ambient
concentrations of PN at roadside locations might be expected to reflect changes in
concentration due to the change to sulphur-free (< 10 ppm S) road fuels. The analysis of
ambient concentrations at Marylebone Road shown in Figure 11 confirm there was a clear
decrease in PN concentrations when sulphur-free fuels was first used in December 2007.
Similar to the example for shipping, the timing and magnitude of the change are again
much clearer once the effects of meteorology have been removed.
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Figure 11 Trend in PNC at Marylebone Road. The grey line shows the raw daily mean data and the
blue line the trend with the meteorology removed. The vertical orange line shows the date when
sulphur-free diesel and petrol were introduced.

Both examples in this section will likely be easier to quantify and characterise than many of
the other examples considered in this report for several reasons. These reasons include
the influence of a single, dominant source, the magnitude of the change and the close
proximity of where the measurements were made. Nevertheless, they do illustrate how
concentration changes can be robustly linked to specific interventions.

3.7.

The Dublin Coal ban

There are a number international examples of interventions where the impact has been
followed though each stage of the accountability chain (Figure 1) from a change in
polluting activity to a change in the health impact. One of the clearest is the Dublin coal
ban of 1990. The Dublin coal ban was not motivated by the need to meet regulated air
quality limits but by health evidence. In January 1982 an extra 54 inpatients died in St
James’ Hospital in the city when compared with previous years. Despite extensive
investigations, no bacterial or viral cause could be found and investigation therefore turned
to external factors. Home coal burning had increased a great deal in the city through the
1970s in response to increasing oil prices and encouragement from government grants.
Concentrations of black smoke and SO2 from the city council’s monitoring network were
found to be linked to increased in-hospital deaths (Kelly and Clancy, 1984). Rather than
follow the UK route of declaring smoke control areas and upgrading home fires and
boilers, the city council simply banned the sale, marketing and distribution of bituminous
coal. This ban required people to burn smokeless or other fuels. Following the scheme in
Dublin, the bituminous coal ban was extended to 11 more Irish cities.
Daily measurements of black smoke and SO2 were obtained pre and post ban. Other data
sets included temperature, deaths and hospital admissions along with fuel sales. Two
assessments were made:


The first investigation considered Dublin only. Data from five years before and after
the ban were compared. No adjustment for meteorological changes were made to
the air pollution data but this was accounted for in the epidemiological analysis
along with changes in health metrics over the whole of Ireland (Clancy et al 2002).



A second investigation of the coal ban was undertaken by the US Health Effects
Institute. This study considered Dublin and the 11 other cities again using data from
five years before and after each city / town ban. A comparison population from the
peat burning areas of the Irish Midlands was also used as a control. Air pollution
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data was taken from multiple monitoring sites in each city. Six measurement
locations were available for Dublin and Cork, four in Limerick and between zero and
two in the other cities. Student t test statistics were used to compare the pre- and
post-ban measurements and to determine the significance of any changes.
(Dockery et al 2013).

Fuel sales were used to calculate the emission changes from the ban in Dublin. It was
estimated that black smoke emissions reduced by 69% and SO 2 by 35%. Most of the black
smoke changes (58%) arose from house holders switching from bituminous coal to
smokeless and the remainder of the change was attributed to switches from solid fuel to
natural gas heating (Clancy et al 2002).
The initial study in Dublin found that wintertime black smoke decreased by 70% and SO 2
decreased by 33% compared to the pre-ban period. This first analysis found that deaths
from respiratory problems dropped by 16% and cardiovascular deaths fell by 10%. Across
the city there were 116 fewer respiratory deaths and 243 fewer cardiovascular deaths per
year (Clancy et al 2002).
The second wider study found decreases in black smoke between 45 to 70% but there
were no clear changes in SO2 across all 12 areas. The change in respiratory deaths found
in the initial Dublin study were confirmed and similar changes were also found in Cork. The
change in cardiovascular deaths found in Dublin were attributed to wider changes in health
care and Ireland’s economy at that time (Dockery et al 2013).
The analysis is a great example of an intervention being assessed though the chain from a
change in activity (in this case fuel use), emissions, and concentrations to health impact.
The analysis strategy was based on a comparison data for five years of pre- and postintervention. This approach constrained the analysis to the measurement infrastructure
that was in place before the ban and induced a long time lag before the impact of the
intervention could be reported. The inconclusive result for SO 2 might have been due to the
lack of specificity for the SO2 ‘bubbler’ measurement technique. The comparison between
the health findings for the first and second analysis underlines the importance for
controlling for wider societal changes in any assessment and highlights the comparison of
before and after is not always sufficient to determine causality.

3.8.

Case study: ‘APEC Blue’, Beijing

One of the most intensively-studied large-scale interventions in recent years were the
controls enacted for the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Economic Leaders'
Meeting in Beijing during 1-12 November 2014 (with the summit itself taking place on 10-
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12 November) (Wang et al., 2016b). These followed the pollution-cutting measures
enacted during the 2008 Olympics and included measures such as restricting vehicle use,
limiting emissions from sources such as coal burning and temporarily shutting down
certain industries. These measures applied to not just Beijing but the surrounding
provinces as well, as much of the pollution in Beijing is recognised to be regional in nature.
A dynamic approach was also adopted whereby additional measures were implemented if
deemed necessary. For instance, weather forecasts indicated that for a period from the 4th
of November, winds would be from the southwest which both air quality forecasts and
empirical models predicted would be conducive to poor air quality in Beijing. In response,
additional measures were enacted within 10 cities upwind of Beijing, such as shutting
down certain industries and reducing power generation by 50%.
Pollutant concentrations were very intensively monitored during this period using a wide
range of state of the art instruments in and around Beijing, ranging from conventional static
monitoring sites, tower-based measurements, ground-based remote sensing and satellite
observations (e.g. Wei et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2015; Tao et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). It is universally accepted that there was a very
noticeable decrease in all key pollutant concentrations (except O 3, which increased
slightly) for the duration of the summit and the unusually blue skies experienced gave rise
to the nickname of ‘APEC Blue’. The scientific community within China has undertaken a
very detailed interrogation of the data and there have been dozens of peer-reviewed
papers published on the topic from a number of different institutes, often in conjunction
with analysis of a subsequent intervention that was staged in September 2015 for the
Victory Day Parade marking the 70th anniversary of the end of World War 2 (similarly
nicknamed ‘Parade Blue’) (Li et al., 2016a).
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Figure 12: Key pollutant concentrations from 5 monitoring sites in Beijing, with the summit
occurring towards the end of phase S3 (Wang et al., 2016b).

While the decrease in pollutants is not in doubt, the major overarching scientific goal of the
analyses was to not just assess the effectiveness of the short-term and rather drastic
interventions, but also to use these case studies to quantify the contributions of various
sectors to pollution in Beijing, such that more long-term and sustained policies and
interventions can be formulated. However, during analysis, it quickly became apparent that
the reduction in pollutants could not solely be attributed to the control measures alone, as
the meteorological conditions during the period had coincidentally been very favourable
from an air quality perspective. Because of local geography, Beijing can experience some
very extreme and abrupt transitions in air quality in response to changes in weather
conditions and quantitatively unpicking the ‘signature’ of the temporary controls from this
has proved extremely challenging for the scientific community. A wide variety of methods
have been employed ranging from regional modelling of pollutants to empirical statistical
analysis of the data and the quantitative attribution of the various factors is a topic of much
debate within the scientific community (e.g. Guo et al., 2016; Zhai et al., 2016; Li et al.,
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2016b; Wang and Dai, 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016a).
The broad consensus is that once meteorology is taken account of, the emissions controls
did still have a significant effect, however conclusions differ when it comes to attributing it
to specific aspects of the controls.
Within the wider context of the assessment of interventions, this highlights the importance
of taking a systematic and measured approach to data analysis rather than jumping to
conclusions based on favourable data. While the intended result of the controls – a
reduction of pollution during the APEC summit – did occur, it is fair to say that the
outcomes of the scientific analyses that would usefully inform policymaking have not been
as clear-cut as initially thought. It is worth highlighting that while very significant in nature,
these interventions were relatively short-lived, so in scientific terms the case study may
intrinsically lack the statistical power needed to satisfactorily overcome confounding issues
such as variations in meteorology, in spite of the extremely rich observational dataset
accompanying it. Hypothetically, a smaller-scale intervention that lasted for a longer period
that could capture a wider variety of meteorological conditions could conceptually perform
better. But whichever way, the collective effort that has been directed at this problem
underscores the value in performing a comprehensive and multi-faceted approach to
analysing the data available.

3.9.

Newcastle Air Quality Management Area

The assessment work by Newcastle City Council is fairly typical of that carried out under
the Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) regime. Monitoring and modelling carried out
by the Council identified exceedances of the UK objective for annual mean NO 2
concentrations and an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) was declared. An action
plan of measures to reduce NO2 concentrations was then formulated (Newcastle City
Council, 2006 ). The action plan measures implemented prior to 2016 included: 20 mph
speed restrictions, parking controls, bus priority enforcement, removal of specific bus types
from key roads, a bus retrofit programme, increased electric vehicle infrastructure, use of
electric vehicles for Council services, and promoting electric car clubs (Newcastle City
Council, 2017).
The Council reported on progress with its action plan following the LAQM regime;
providing implementation dates of all completed measures, as well as planned completion
dates for pending measures. It also collated recent monitoring results from sites within the
AQMA. This included 62 diffusion tube sites and four chemiluminescence samplers
(including one AURN site), although the number of diffusion tube sites was reduced to 35
in 2015.
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Annual mean concentrations were presented as time-series stretching from 2012 until
2016 (Figure 13). It was highlighted that there were continued exceedances of the
objective at a large number of sites. From a visual interpretation of the data reproduced in
Figure 13, it was concluded that there had been little, if any, reduction in NO 2
concentrations since 2012 (Newcastle City Council, 2017).
Ultimately, the effectiveness of the action plan is being assessed in terms of whether or
not there are continued exceedances of the annual mean NO 2 objective. No attempt has
been made to assign a pattern of causation to any observed changes or to quantify
measure-specific effects. This fulfils the requirements of the LAQM regime, but provides
no additional information as to whether individual measures may have had an effect, and
thus might be useful elsewhere.

Chemiluninescence
Samplers
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Figure 13 Measured Annual Mean NO2 in Newcastle City Centre AQMA over Five Years. All
charts except the upper left show the results from diffusion tubes. Taken from Newcastle City
Council, 2017.

Most assessments carried out by local authorities under the LAQM regime have shown
similar results to those of Newcastle City Council, and have not shown any clear effects of
local-scale interventions. Reasons for this include:
1) there is no explicit LAQM requirement to quantify the effect of interventions;
2) robust analyses can be difficult; requiring expertise at both the experimental design
and data analyses stages which is often unavailable to local authorities;
3) the measures themselves have often been ineffective; mainly because of reliance
on vehicle type-approval emissions standards that have not delivered the
improvements that Local Authorities were instructed, by Defra, to expect;
4) in order to expedite effects, multiple interventions have often begun concurrently.
This makes it difficult to assign a cause to any changes in measured
concentrations;
5) the spatial scale over which an intervention may have an effect is often poorly
understood, making it difficult to define suitable counter-factual monitoring sites;
6) while long-term monitoring sites are valuable, reliance on pre-existing sites means
that they were not located specifically for the purpose of assessing the intervention;
7) most local authority monitoring uses diffusion tubes, providing 1-month average
concentrations with considerable month-by-month uncertainty. These data are not
ideal for analysing what can be quite subtle changes in concentrations over time or
between sites; and
8) notwithstanding Points 3-7, and for the reasons outlined in Section 2.4.1, the
predicted effects of many interventions have been too small to realistically measure.

3.10. A419 Blunsdon Bypass
The assessment work carried out for the A419 Blunsdon bypass scheme is typical of that
provided for most highways interventions. The A419/A417 connects the M4 near Swindon
to the M5 near Gloucester. The section of the route around Blunsdon, immediately north
of Swindon, historically passed close to a number of residential properties. The Blunsdon
bypass scheme sought to re-route traffic along a new section of road, with the intention of
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reducing congestion and, amongst other perceived benefits, improving air quality close to
the original route.
During the design phase, the Highways Agency measured NO2 concentrations over a
three-month period at four sites using passive diffusion tubes. These measurements were
adjusted to represent annual mean concentrations, which ranged from 19 µg m3 well away
from any roads to 58 µg m3 at the kerbside (Highways Agency, 2005).
A predictive air quality assessment was carried out at the planning stage (Highways
Agency, 2005). Using a simple screening model, reductions of up to 32% and 18% in
annual mean concentrations of NO2 and PM10 respectively were predicted. Increased
concentrations of both pollutants were also predicted at properties close to the bypass
itself, but these were smaller than the predicted improvements.
The scheme obtained the necessary permissions and opened in 2009. Post Opening
Project Evaluation (POPE) studies were completed at one year and five years after
opening of the scheme. Both studies collated traffic data from automatic traffic counters
operated by both the Highways Agency and Swindon Borough Council. Temporary traffic
surveys were also commissioned. Analyses of national, regional, and local background
traffic growth were also carried out. This allowed the effects of the scheme on traffic flows
to be isolated from these, wider-scale, trends. No post-opening air quality monitoring was
carried out.
The one year after completion study (Highways Agency, 2012) noted that daily average
traffic flows on the bypassed road section had reduced by 93%, but remained 37% higher
than had been predicted at the planning stage. Total traffic flows on the bypass itself were
similar to the earlier predictions, although the numbers of heavy duty vehicles were lower.
From these observations, it was inferred that the air quality improvements, while present,
were not as large as had been predicted, and that air quality was likely to be better than
expected in the immediate vicinity of the bypass itself. The five years after completion
study (Highways England, 2015) showed that observed traffic flows on both the bypass
and the bypassed section of road, were lower than had been predicted. The changes in
traffic flows were used to infer that the air quality benefits were as expected at the planning
stage, while the disbenefits were smaller than expected.
Swindon Borough operated a long-term diffusion tube monitoring site at the A419 in
Blunsdon up until 2007, but this site closed before the scheme opened in 2009.
By focusing on observed changes in traffic flows, the POPE studies provided a simple and
straightforward assessment of the effect of the intervention. In particular, the analyses of
background traffic growth are analogous to some of the principals covered elsewhere in
this report, but with fewer potentially confounding factors. This level of assessment is very
useful, but does not accurately show the effect that the intervention has had on air quality.
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Ultimately, in order to definitively demonstrate an effect on concentrations, local air quality
monitoring would be required. There are, however, other steps on the accountability chain
(Figure 1) between measuring traffic volumes and measuring ambient concentrations, and
some form of post-opening modelling could, thus, be useful. It should, though, be
recognised that the planning-stage modelling carried out for interventions such as this
typically relies on average-speed vehicle emissions factors and national-level fleet
compositions. This means that, with the exception of being able to take account of
updated information which is unrelated to the intervention itself, repeating the same
modelling with observed traffic flows might add little when compared with the more
qualitative discussion of traffic flows that is already included in most POPE studies. There
may, however, be other aspects of traffic flows which could usefully be reported and
discussed. Routine observations made by Highways England can often be used to
indicate congestion-induced acceleration, which is likely to have a strong influence on
emissions from the strategic road network. Furthermore, a close interrogation of observed
and modelled traffic data might provide fresh insights into journey purpose, which can
relate to vehicle type and age. Thus, even without additional air quality monitoring, and
without re-running the planning-stage predictive models, it is likely that a more targeted
examination of those data which are already being collected by Highways England might
provide fresh insights regarding the effects that its interventions have had. Such analyses
might not, however, be straightforward to carry out on a routine basis.

3.11. London City Airport
One example of post-intervention monitoring being required through the planning system
is at London City Airport. Over a number of years, the airport has received various
planning permissions, which allow an overall increase in activity at the airport. Conditions
attached to recent permissions have required the airport to implement an air quality action
plan, which contains measures intended to reduce emissions from on-airport operations as
well as from surface access. There is also a requirement to measure concentrations of
NO2 and PM10 in the vicinity of the airport, which is done using two chemiluminescence
samplers, one FDMS-TEOM, and at 18 NO2 diffusion tube sites. Progress with the action
plan, as well as results from the monitoring survey, are reported annually to the local
planning authority.
The airport’s 2017 report to the planning authority (London City Airport, 2017) summarised
progress with implementing the air quality action plan. It was accompanied by an air
quality monitoring report (Nunn et al., 2017), which provided an update on measurements
made over the previous year.
The monitoring report compared the measurements to the air quality objectives, as well as
the Daily Air Quality Index (Defra, 2017). The timing of 1-hour peak concentrations was
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also compared against time-series from other sites in London. From a visual examination
of the plots reproduced in Figure 14, it was concluded that the timing of high and low
concentrations was consistent across all sites and that the airport was thus not the main
cause of the highest measured concentrations.
Openair software (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012) was used to generate bivariate pollution
roses, which were used to identify the relative contribution that different sources might be
making to measured NOx concentrations. While ground-level off-airport, sources were
associated with most of the higher measured concentrations, the influences of groundlevel on-airport, as well as elevated emission sources, were also detected.
Openair was also used to determine multi-year trends in NOx and NO2 at the two airside
chemiluminescence sites, as well as at seven off-airport comparator sites. Figure 15
shows the trend for NO2, as well as the results from Thiel-Sen analyses for both NO2 and
NOx. Over the period shown, there were several changes that could be expected to have
affected emissions from the airport, including changes to passenger and aircraft numbers,
decommissioning older mobile ground power units, an increase in the use of fixed
electrical ground power units, and improvements to the on-airport ground-vehicle fleet. It
was noted that the multi-year trend for NO2 and NOx at both airport sites followed the
same overall downward pattern as at the comparator sites. Furthermore, the rate of
change at the airport was broadly within the range observed at other sites. It was thus
concluded that airport-related activities were neither driving, nor significantly offsetting,
these trends.
This assessment was carried out to demonstrate whether or not the airport was adversely
affecting local air quality in order to fulfil the specific requirements of a planning condition.
The analysis does, to an extent, identify some of the main airport and non-airport
contributions to measured concentrations, and also seeks to determine the net effect of all
interventions made by the airport (which in this context might include increases as well as
reductions in emissions). It does not, however, attempt to disentangle the individual
effects of any of these interventions.
As with the LAQM example, this case study is characterised by multiple different
interventions, all operating over different spatial scales, and taking effect at different times.
In such a case, it can be challenging even to record the precise rate at which each
measure is implemented. This makes it extremely difficult to determine the effect of any
individual intervention. The position taken in this study is that there is no real purpose in
attempting to disentangle individual effects, since it is the net effect, including nationallevel trends, that is the principal concern.
More generally in relation to the planning system, it is worthwhile noting that while
mitigation is frequently specified through planning conditions, there is typically no
requirement for accompanying pollution monitoring. In those cases where post-opening
monitoring is required, there is usually no formal requirement to assess the effectiveness
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of the mitigation. Ultimately for many new developments, there is also is no practical
mechanism for a planning authority to impose additional mitigation requirements in the
event that the agreed measures are ineffective. For these reasons, detailed studies into
the effectiveness of interventions are not typically carried out under the planning regime.

Figure 14 1-hour mean NO2 in 2016 at: Airport sites City Aviation House (CAH) and Newham
Dockside (ND) (top chart), and Bexley, Bloomsbury, Eltham, Canning Town (Wren Close) and
Stratford (Cam Road) (bottom chart)).
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NO2

NOx

-0.95 [-1.62, -0.43]

-1.79 [-3.17, -0.73]

Newham Dockside (Airport)

-1.68 [-2.45, -0.9]

-5.82 [-8.32, -3.58]

Greenwich Burrage Grove

-2.16 [-2.75, -1.54]

-5.25 [-6.91, -3.29]

Greenwich Millennium Village

-0.53 [-1.18, 0.13]

-1.72 [-3.9, 0.13]

Greenwich Eltham

-0.73 [-1.19, -0.28]

-0.99 [-2.04, -0.03]

Greenwich Woolwich Flyover

-1.02 [-1.78, -0.16]

-3.96 [-7.43, -0.5]

Newham Cam Road

-2.01 [-2.65, -1.4]

-4.74 [-6.49, -2.92]

Newham Wren Close

-1.15 [-1.78, -0.53]

-1.62 [-3.2, -0.31]

Tower Hamlets Blackwall

-1.2 [-1.88, -0.67]

-3.76 [-6.46, -0.61]

City Aviation House (Airport)

Figure 15 Smooth trend analysis, hourly NO2 2007 – 2016 at (Left to Right) City Aviation House
(Airport), Newham Dockside (Airport), Greenwich Burrage Grove, Greenwich Millennium Village,
Greenwich Eltham, Greenwich Woolwich Flyover, Newham Cam Road, Newham Wren Close,
Tower Hamlets Blackwall. Circles show monthly means, the central red line is a smoothed trend
calculated using generalised additive modelling, red shading shows the 95% confidence interval.
Tabulated values show Theil-Sen results for both NO2 and NOx (The first value is the slope, while
the numbers in brackets are the upper and lower 95th percentile confidence intervals).
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4. Example of the role of air quality
modelling
This section considers the use of the air quality model ADMS Urban to illustrate some of
the important issues related to quantifying the effect of interventions. A simplified scenario
is constructed where hourly concentrations of NOx at the London Kensington
Knightsbridge site are considered. The concentrations of NOx at this site were modelled
using ADMS Urban, with the road adjacent to the site subject to different emission
reduction scenarios. Hourly concentration predictions are considered for 2012. In this
example, the modelled road accounts for about 75% of the overall concentration of 192 µg
m-3. In practice, it would be likely there would be more than one year of data available to
conduct such analyses.
Model predictions have been made for base case conditions and several scenarios that
consider the effect of a reduction in the road NOx emission contribution from 1 July 2012 to
31 December 2012. Reductions in the road traffic contribution range from 5 to 50% in 5%
intervals. These scenarios therefore reduce the emission of NOx by differing amounts in
the second half of 2012.
Figure 16 shows the daily mean NOx concentration at the Knightsbridge site for base case

conditions (NOx reduction in road emissions) and the effect of a 20 and 50% reduction in
road NOx emissions in the second half of the year. Daily mean concentrations are shown
instead of hourly means to reduce the variability and highlight overall trends. It is very
difficult from a consideration of Figure 16 alone to discern any obvious reduction in NOx in
the second half of the year, even with a 50% reduction on road traffic emissions.
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Figure 16 Daily mean concentrations of NOx at the London Knightsbridge site for 2012 showing the
base case concentrations (i.e. no road traffic reduction) and the effect of a 20 and 50% reduction in
the road traffic NOx emissions in the second half of the year.

It is useful to split the data into a ‘before’ and ‘after’ case where the before case is the
concentration in the first half of the year and the after the concentration of NOx in the
second half of the year. A comparison of the mean concentration and 95% confidence
interval in the mean for the before/after pairs can be made as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 Mean concentrations in the first half of the year (before) and second half of the year
(after) for different road traffic NOx reduction scenarios. The error bars show the 95% confidence
interval in the mean concentration. The ‘before’ concentrations remain the same for each scenario.

The results shown in Figure 17 illustrate some of the characteristics that are relevant to real
interventions. The first is that considering the before/after concentrations of NOx, the
concentration of NOx for the after period is higher in the second half of the year than the
first under base case conditions i.e. 0 % NOx reduction. These results show that due to
meteorological variation, there are increased concentrations of NOx in the second half of
the year that are not associated with changes in NOx emissions due to the intervention.
It is not until there is about a 15% reduction in NOx emissions that concentrations in the
second half of the year are below those in the first half. From the raw data alone, it is not
obvious that higher or lower concentrations of NOx in the second half of the year compared
with the first are due to changes in emissions or changes in meteorology – or indeed both.
Just because the concentration is lower in the ‘after’ period, it does not mean they are
lower because of the intervention. This issue is central to the evaluation of any
interventions based on the analysis of ambient measurements and is a recurring theme in
many of the case studies considered in this report.
To illustrate some of the potential benefits of removing much of the variation due to
meteorology, the analysis technique of Carslaw and Taylor (2009) has been used, as
described earlier in the report. Briefly, statistical models were developed to explain the
concentration of hourly NOx concentrations in terms of meteorological variables including
wind speed, wind direction and ambient temperature based on hourly data available from
London Heathrow. Once a model was developed, it was run several hundred times with
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randomly selected meteorology as input and the results averaged to provide a new
predicted time series. The new time series effectively represents the trend in NO x under
what might be thought of as ‘average’ meteorological conditions.

Figure 18 Meteorologically-averaged NOx concentrations for Knightsbridge for base case
conditions (no NOx reduction) and the 20 and 50% road traffic NOx reduction scenarios. The
results have been daily-averaged.

The results from these simulations are shown in Figure 18. All the results for Figure 18 show
considerably less variation in NOx concentrations due to the removal of meteorological
variation (compare the time series with those in Figure 16). In the 50% NOx reduction case,
it is now very clear that concentrations decrease sharply at the end of June 2012 i.e.
consistent with the scenario being considered. It is also possible to see the change for the
20% reduction case. However, it is also apparent that there are many other changes (not
associated with the intervention) that could be due to many (possibly unknown) factors.
These results highlight the difficulty of establishing causation – while changes can be
detected from time series using these types of methods, it can remain difficult to link them
directly to underlying interventions.
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5. Conclusions
Interventions that affect air quality take many different forms from policies that directly aim
to improve air quality through to interventions that have an indirect effect on air quality.
Interventions potentially cover an enormous range of spatial scales from very local
changes e.g. affecting a few roads to continental-scale changes. This report focused on
the types of intervention that would typically be relevant at a local scale and separate from
national or international policies. The assessment of interventions is important for many
reasons. One of the principal reasons is the potential to link a particular policy with a
known, quantifiable outcome on air quality.
The quantification of interventions can be challenging and there is no single, accepted
approach that has been widely adopted. However, frameworks for establishing and
quantifying interventions have been developed – most notably the US Health Effects
Institute ‘accountability chain’. The HEI approach provides a clear step-wise way of
thinking about interventions from the original policy through changes in activity,
atmospheric change and final impacts on health. The HEI framework is useful in the
context of considering the effects of polices such as Clean Air Zones.
A common, ultimate goal of many intervention studies is to quantify a change in ambient
pollutant concentrations or quantify some change in health impact. However, this is a
rather narrow view of the whole ‘accountability chain’. In many cases it may only be
possible to estimate the impact of an intervention based on changes in activity data such
as changes in the vehicle fleet, followed by modelling studies to quantify the likely effect on
concentrations and subsequent health impacts. In many practical situations, interventions
can be analysed through a mix of direct measurements (such as traffic flow changes or
ambient concentrations) and modelling (such as traffic model output and air quality
modelling).
While it is often desirable to consider changes to atmospheric concentrations due to an
intervention, quantifying such changes can be difficult. Without careful experimental
design, the location of a measurement site (or sites) and the pollutants measured may not
be ideal for detecting and quantifying changes. Indeed, many studies rely on existing
measurement locations rather than optimally choosing new locations. Another important
aspect of using ambient measurements to quantify changes is the often-dominant effect of
meteorology, which can falsely mask or emphasise changes. For these reasons, it can be
useful to apply statistical techniques to reduce or remove variations due to meteorology.
An understanding of the sources of uncertainty in evaluating interventions is important.
There are many potential sources of uncertainty such as in the activity data, ambient
measurements and dispersion modelling. An understanding of these uncertainties will help
inform whether changes can reasonably be identified and quantified within the
uncertainties of the data and techniques available to quantify interventions. For example,
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these considerations may lead to the conclusion that a monitoring program would not be
appropriate because the likely change in emissions or concentrations is too small to
practically detect. Under these situations, potentially expensive monitoring of changes may
not be justified.
The wider context under which an intervention takes place is very important. It is very
common for changes not associated with an intervention to occur at the same time,
frustrating the task of quantification. For example, a local change that affects road vehicles
against a backdrop of ongoing fleet turnover.
Air quality modelling has a potentially useful and important role in the assessment of
interventions, even if there are relatively few examples where models have been used in
such situations. Air quality models can provide information on the likely expected changes
an intervention may have on ambient concentrations and support experimental design,
which is something that can be undertaken before an intervention has started. Models are
also useful for considering different scenarios and to understand the sensitivity of different
input data and assumptions to concentration changes. Furthermore, models can be used
to quantify changes that may be too small to detect through changes in measured
concentrations. To date, there is limited information on the use of air quality models in
these contexts but it is clear they could have an important role to play.
The air quality model simulations presented in Section 4 highlight many of the important
issues in this report relating to the quantification of changes in ambient concentrations
brought about by interventions. In particular, they show how difficult it can be to robustly
identify a change in concentration when so much variation is driven by meteorological
effects. However, the simulations also show the benefit of using statistical models to
remove or reduce meteorological variation.
Even where changes in indicators (such as traffic flow or pollutant concentration) relating
to interventions can be detected and quantified, the question of causality can remain. The
strength of evidence relating to causality will vary depending on the nature of the
intervention itself and to some extent will need to be determined on a case by case basis.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that a single indicator will provide the necessary evidence that a
change can be associated with an intervention and a ‘balance of evidence’ approach will
be necessary that takes a wider view of all the evidence available.

5.1.

Overview of case study findings

In general, the success of an intervention assessment is measured by whether it
demonstrates the effectiveness of an intervention with statistical significance. In that
respect, a common thread of all the intervention studies presented here is the success
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being dependent on the appropriate application of statistical tools, which sometimes
requires a significant amount of effort and expertise.
The analysis is the most straightforward and the conclusions most clear-cut when a
measurement is dominated by a single source type that is the subject of the intervention,
through virtue of the siting of the measurement or the pollutant in question. This is certainly
the case for the sulphur and bus route studies, where the measurement sites were well
located to capture changes in the emissions. However, it is also possible to draw out
conclusions within more ambiguous measurements, providing that the intervention is well
defined and large enough in magnitude to demonstrate the quantitative influence, such as
with the Heathrow study. Something that all these studies have in common is wellunderstood step changes in activity and/or emissions.
In complex environments with multiple pollution sources, such as interventions in large
cities, the situation is much more challenging. Based on the case studies presented here,
we can summarise the following to be of much benefit to the success of a study:
1. Extensive measurements: The increased amount of data will generally improve the
overall statistical power of the analysis, but it is also important to cover a suitably
long time period (such that meteorological factors can be accounted for) and a
diverse number of sites, affected and control sites but also noting that different sites
will show different pollutant responses to changes in activity, as was shown in the
London multiple policy study. It is also beneficial to compare multiple interventions
systematically, as was performed in the German LEZ study.
2. Monitoring of activity: Numerous studies presented here, such as the London LEZ
study and Blunsdon Bypass assessment, highlight the value of monitoring changes
in the targeted activity (e.g. road use) in addition to the pollution measures.
3. Predicting outcomes: It is also useful to make predictions of the interventions (or the
counter-factual) for the purposes of contextualising results and hypothesis testing.
Predictions of this type are often a requirement of the planning process (as with
London City Airport and the Blunsdon Bypass) or AQMA action plans, such as
Newcastle.
4. Taking account of meteorology: Because meteorology is a major controlling factor
in air quality (Beijing being an extreme example of this), it is vital that the influence
of this be accounted for when trying to quantify the effect of interventions. A number
of the more successful case studies presented here had specific activities
surrounding this theme.
The studies presented here are even further complicated when multiple interventions are
superimposed; while statistically detecting a change in air quality in response to a single
intervention can be difficult, quantitatively attributing change to individual overlapping
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interventions in a manner useful to policymakers is extremely challenging. The difficulties
with attribution in the APEC Blue case study and unpicking the effect of the London LEZ
against the other interventions are strong examples of this, but some coincident
interventions are often less discrete, such as the problem being able to disentangle a
discrete intervention against the backdrop of generally improving emissions (e.g. due to
fleet turnover). The London multi-intervention analysis and the German multi-city LEZ
study are good examples of overcoming this though a careful analysis of diverse datasets.

5.2.

General advice on conducting analyses

How then should interventions be assessed in practice? There are two principal targets to
assess, first the question of whether the desired outcome (e.g. air quality, health
outcomes) has actually changed, and second the question of whether any observed
change was causally related to the intervention. Figure 19 shows the suggested steps
involved in assessing an intervention.
Addressing the first point has been discussed above and this requires an assessment of
the ‘baseline’ air quality and desired outcomes. To do this, ideally a sufficiently long period
of advanced planning is required to set up the necessary monitoring and modelling
systems. One may be fortunate in that existing monitoring could suffice (and this has been
the case for some examples discussed above – fuel sulphur changes for example) but in
the case of the local scale interventions that we are focussing on here, new monitoring is
likely to be needed.
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Figure 19 Flow chart of the steps taken to conduct an analysis of an intervention.

Before setting up new monitoring, ideally a study should be carried out to assess the likely
scale of the changes that might occur. Judgements will need to be made about the
sophistication of the model used at this stage e.g. whether a screening tool is suitable.
Modelling can inform not just the magnitude of likely changes but also where the largest
changes are likely to occur and can therefore be used to design an appropriate monitoring
strategy. Establishing a statistically significant change in air quality or another outcome
relies on this monitoring being of sufficient quality to be able to detect changes which
might be small.
Consideration should be paid to monitoring the intervention through changes in activity in
addition to air quality data. There may be occasions where it is not possible to obtain
suitable air quality data or the available data is confounded by other issues. Activity data
such as traffic or fuel usage are relatively easier to obtain and while these don’t give direct
insights into changes in air quality that result, they can still be used as the basis of
modelling studies which will allow the quantitative impacts on air quality to be estimated.
Furthermore, these data will have additional uses, such as better understanding the
underlying processes of the effects of an intervention. However, the desired end-point of
quantifying changes in concentration shown in Figure 19 is likely to provide a more robust
basis for analysis than proxy indicators alone.
Changes in health outcomes can be even more difficult to demonstrate. Epidemiological
studies would need to have sufficient power to show statistically significant changes. Wellcharacterised measurements of effects such as lung function in cohorts in the intervention
area and in counter-factual areas could potentially be used, but again establishing
statistically significant differences would need care.
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Evaluating the effectiveness of the intervention is in general more difficult as it involves
establishing causality against a background of other factors which may also change air
pollution concentrations. The most obvious of these is meteorology and the first step in
any assessment of concentration changes should account for meteorological changes.
Models are now available to do this as discussed above.

Advice for local authorities
The methods, data requirements and skills needed to evaluate interventions in
a comprehensive way can be complex and challenging. However, the very act
of thinking about the steps involved, the types of data that are useful and some
of the limitations is in itself highly valuable. Not all interventions result in a
measurable changes in the concentrations of pollutants. For this, and other
reasons, it is useful to start by considering the activity data related to an
intervention. Furthermore, much of the effort involved in analysing interventions
is related to controlling for confounders i.e. other factors that could result in
change but which are not directly related to the intervention being considered.
Of specific current interest is the evaluation of concentrations of NO2. In this
case, almost all local authorities will have access to diffusion tube
measurements rather than those from continuous chemiluminescent analysers.
Because diffusion tubes provide longer-term averages and are less accurate
than continuous analysers it may be difficult to detect changes in NO2
concentrations robustly, even with a long time series from many sites. For that
reason, it may be better to focus on the analysis of data from continuous
analysers.
In their assessment of NO2 concentrations, local authorities will also have
conducted air quality modelling. This modelling is potentially highly useful from
the perspective of intervention analysis, as discussed in this report. In carrying
out air quality modelling, local authorities would have compiled a considerable
amount of activity data and developed emission estimates for both base case
conditions and different mitigation scenarios. These data sources are exactly of
the type needed to consider the likely changes in total emissions of NOx.

Having accounted for meteorology, in some specific cases which involve a technical
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in these cases would ideally involve gathering evidence at each stage of the accountability
chain.
A traffic measure such as a low emission zone involves encouraging a faster turnover of
the fleet towards a higher proportion of newer ‘cleaner’ vehicles entering the zone. One
would therefore need to measure the fleet make up before and after the intervention (for
example with ANPR) and also compare findings with a ‘counter-factual’ of fleet changes in
an area without the intervention but which were otherwise similar. One might envisage an
analogous process to assess the effectiveness of other ‘behavioural’ measures such as
graduated parking charges, traffic light management (measure speeds and accelerations
before and after).
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6. Recommendations
The following recommendations have been identified.
1. The design of the assessment of an intervention should be considered at the
planning stage, with the practitioners receiving pragmatic advice on the process. To
date, the information relating to the analysis of interventions often resides in
academic journals and is not easily accessible by most practitioners.
2. Many areas of policy should seek to incorporate the approaches and thinking of
intervention analysis, e.g. in determining the efficacy or otherwise of technologies
that offer potential reductions to emissions of different pollutants.
3. An analysis of the intermediate steps which the intervention is designed to influence
should be carried out, to assess the causality of the relationship between the
intervention and any measured concentration changes. For example, if the
intervention is to change a pattern of fuel use, has fuel consumption changed as
intended? Furthermore, there is also a need to take account of other changes that
may also have affected the assessment of an intervention and to develop an
understanding of whether any changes in concentrations specifically resulting from
an intervention can reasonably be quantified.
4. Results from the implementation of local plans to mitigate air pollution should be
pooled to derive a statistically more robust overall assessment of local measures.
5. Where new air quality monitoring sites are planned, their relevance for assessing
interventions should be considered.
6. Intervention analysis is an active area of research that continues to evolve and be
refined. Defra should retain a watching brief in this area to understand new
developments and promote good practice.
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